Strange it is, but wonderfully true, that we exercise "mighty care" in having our amalgams prepared with the purest materials?the mercury distillevi and redistilled to chemically purify it. Yet all this trouble is undone by the mode in which we manipulate the mixing of the metallic filling with the mercury to form a paste. Consequently many decry and condemn the alloys or mercury as not possessing (though of standard quality) the virtues they anticipate; and condemn them as inferior in quality, having failed to obtain the good results they expected; whereas often the fault rests with the operator or mixer, he having overlooked the fact that he has unconsciously, by means of the sweaty hand and bare fingers, imparted impurities that must spoil what would otherwise be an ideal filling. In referring to a recent edition of a standard work on "The Methods of Filling Teeth," etc., the publication of which has a world wide fame, I find that work falls into the same error in recommending "the mixing" to be done in a mortar, "then transferied to the palm of the hand and kneaded with the finger to amalgamate." My experience has shown me that this and other general methods adopted, using the sweaty hand, must greatly interfere with and deteriorate the quality of the amalgam so mixed, for the moisture of the hand, together with the organic acid it contains, must and will combine with the metals and mercury, and the chemical action set up, acting upon the precious metals the filling is composed of, must greatly contaminate the amalgam, rendering it somewhat valueless for the object to be effected. No doubt this accounts for the black and lusterless appearance many fillings show after a few weeks' insertion. 

